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Little   has   been   written   on   the   migrant   birds   occurring   in   the   Cape   Verde
Islands   since   Bannerman   &   Bannerman's   (1968)   account.   The   results   of
collecting   visits   by   J.   V.   dos   Santos,   1969—72,   were   given   by   Frade(1976).
Observations   made   from   ships   in   Cape   Verde   seas   in   1  976   were   published
by   Lambert   (1980),   while   Norrevang&   den   Hartog   (1984)   and   Summers-
Smith   (1984)   reported   on   observations   made   during   brief   visits   in   1982
and   1983   respectively.   The   first   record   of   Red-footed   Booby   Sula   sula   in
Cape   Verde   was   published   by   den   Hartog   (1987).

During   the   1980s,   ornithological   research   and   birdwatching   in   the
islands   increased   considerably,   there   having   been   an   almost   complete   lack
of   any   in   the   preceding   decade.   Unfortunately,   most   results   were   pub-

lished  in   private   reports   only   or   not   at   all.   All   available   information,
including   records   of   several   new   migrants   not   observed   by   the   present
writer,   will   be   included   in   a   forthcoming   British   Ornithologists'   Union
Check-list   of   the   Birds   of   the   Cape   Verde   Islands   (Hazevoet,   in   prep).
Doubtless,   the   list   will   continue   to   grow   as   more   and   more   ornithologists
and   birdwatchers   visit   the   islands,   probably   showing   that   almost   all
Palaearctic   migrants   known   from   the   West   African   mainland   can   be
found,   be   it   in   limited   numbers,   in   the   Cape   Verde   Islands   as   well.

During   1986—90,   I   visited   the   Cape   Verde   Islands   5   times:   twice   on
short   visits,   Feb-Mar   1986   and   Dec   1987   to   Jan   1988,   as   a   tour-leader   for
groups   of   naturalists;   in   1988-90,   I   stayed   altogether   7   months   in   the
country   in   connection   with   a   programme   for   the   development   of   national
parks   and   protected   areas   under   the   auspices   of   the   International   Council
for   Bird   Preservation   and   the   Instituto   Nacional   de   Investigacao   Agraria.
All   islands   and   most   of   the   islets   were   visited,   many   of   them   several   times.

Here   a   brief   report   is   given   of   species   new   or   unpublished   for   Cape
Verde   (marked   *)   and   of   a   number   of   species   which   are   apparently   more
regular   visitors   than   formerly   supposed.   During   my   visits,   I   recorded   9
species   new   for   Cape   Verde.   One   of   these,   Lapwing   Vanellus   vanelhis,
has   already   been   reported   elsewhere   (Hazevoet   1988).   Through   the
courtesy   of   several   other   observers   some   of   their   unpublished   records
have   been   included   here.   Unless   stated   otherwise,   all   observations   are   by
the   author.

The   Cape   Verde   Islands   are   situated   c.   500   km   west   of   Senegal.   There
are   9   inhabited   main   islands   and   several   smaller   islands   and   islets.
Because   of   the   almost   complete   lack   of   surface   water,   large   concentrations
of   migrant   waders,   so   prominent   along   West   African   coasts,   are   rare   and
found   only   at   a   few   lagoons   and   salt-pans.   The   migrant   landbirds
reported   here   were   nearly   always   encountered   in   the   more   flat,   desert-like
eastern   islands,   probably   not   only   because   these   are   nearer   to   the   main-

land  but   also   because   small   passerines   can   be   more   easily   found   there   as
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they   concentrate   in   bushes   and   oases.   In   the   highly   mountainous   western
islands,   small   migrant   birds,   if   they   occur   there   at   all,   are   hard   to   locate.

LIST   OF   SPECIES

INTERMEDIATE   EGRET   Egretta   intermedia
One   was   present   at   the   lagoon   near   Pedra   Badejo,   Santiago,   on   9   May

1989.   First   recorded   11   Jan   1965,   when   one   was   collected   at   the   same
lagoon   (de   Naurois   1965,   R.   de   Naurois).   J.   V.   dos   Santos   collected   4   on
Santo   Antao   on   27   Oct,   1  0   and   1  3   Nov   1  972   (Frade   1  976).   On   Sal,   4   were
seen   at   Santa   Maria   on   20   Mar   1983,   and   one   at   Pedra   Lume   on   21   Mar
1983   (G.-M.   Heinze).   Apparently,   E.   intermedia   visits   the   islands   regu-

larly  in   small   numbers,   being  one  of   the  few  Afrotropical   species   to   do  so.
In   Africa   it   is   resident   south   of   the   Sahara,   but   some   local   movements   are
known   and   it   is   possibly   migratory   (Brown   et   al.   1982).   The   species   has
increased   its   range   and   abundance   in   West   Africa   since   the   1950s
(Macdonald   1978).

SPOONBILL   Platalea   leucorodia
Observed   several   times   1988-90,   almost   exclusively   at   2   locations.   At

the   Pedra   Badejo   lagoon   on   Santiago,   8   were   present   on   9   Nov   1  988,  4   on   9
May   1989   and   a   single   bird   on   10   Apr   1990.   Previously   seen   there   in   Feb
and   Apr   1963,   in   Jan   1965   (de   Naurois   1965,   R.   de   Naurois)   and   in   Feb
1966   (Bannerman   &   Bannerman   1968).   On   Boavista,   at   the   Rabil   lagoon,
5-6   were   observed   17-23   Sep   1988,   and   singles   on   19   May   1989   and   19
Mar   1990.   The   birds   in   Sep   1988   had   been   present   already   some   weeks
prior   to   the   above   dates   (M.   Heinze).   At   the   same   location,   it   had   been
observed   in   Apr   1963   (de   Naurois   1965,   R.   de   Naurois).   There   are   only   2
records   from   other   locations:   a   bird   in   poor   condition   was   seen   near
Tarrafal,   Santiago,   on   16   Jan   1986   (C.   J.   Camphuysen),   and   the   author
saw   one   along   the   coast   some   kilometres   east   of   Curral   Velho,   Boavista,   on
20   Sep   1988,   perhaps   one   of   the   group   seen   at   the   Rabil   lagoon.

From   the   above   data   it   can   be   concluded   that   the   species   is   a   regular
(possibly   yearly)   visitor   in   small   numbers,   but   almost   completely
restricted   to   the   2   mentioned   lagoons,   which   are   about   the   only   suitable
localities   in   Cape   Verde.   The   largest   group-size   noted   so   far   was   10—12   in
Jan   1965   (R.   de   Naurois).   In   West   Africa,   the   nominate   race   is   an   un-

common winter  visitor  south  to  the  northern  tropics;   non-breeding  birds
from   Mauritania   (P.   I.   balsaci)   disperse   south   to   Senegal   and   Guinea-
Bissau   (Brown   et   al.   1982).   Although   the   Spoonbills   occurring   in   Cape
Verde   are   probably   migrants   from   Europe,   the   possibility   that   birds   from
Mauritania   are   involved   cannot   be   ruled   out   completely.

*MARSH   HARRIER   Circus   aeruginosus
On   1   Mar   1986,   an   adult   female   was   observed   on   Raso.   On   Boavista,   the

species   was   seen   on   3   occasions:   an   adult   female   at   the   Rabil   lagoon   on   18
Sep   1988   and   an   adult   female   west   of   Curral   Velho   on   20   Sep   1988   may
have   been   the   same   individual;   on   19   Mar   1990,   an   immature   was   seen
north   of   Curral   Velho.   Two   previous   records:   on   21   Mar   1983,   2   adult
males   were   present   at   the   salt-pans   at   Pedra   Lume   on   Sal   (G.-M.   Heinze),
and   a   female   or   immature   was   seen   on   Raso   on   8   Feb   1985   (S.   C.   Madge).
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